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�I am Peter Smith, but I have also been other people, other Peter Smiths, and led many other lives. I
am trapped in an unending cycle of this lifespan, replaying it over again with slight alterations.�

In this, the final book in Gareth Wiles� The Great Collective saga, Peter Smith � the man who dies and is reborn
endlessly � wants to break free from his curse. The Great Collective were the first to make contact with The Space.
Granted immortality; they lived and lived, ceaseless witnesses to humanity�s ills. Resentment manifested itself as the
evil Reaping Icon. Now, the fate of the world rests on stopping his poison.

Inspector Noose � finished, alone. Framed for a heinous double murder, the so-so crime solver and love rat hits
rock bottom as his past misdeeds catch up with him and seed his tragic downfall. He will never come back from this,
but one last deed must be done to put things right.

Alex  � weak, feeble. Blamed for the assassination of the Prime Minister and frustrated by a wife who hates him, the
young man lets himself become consumed by the malevolent Reaping Icon. He opens Alex up to The Space � the
summation of everything that ever was, is or will be � and gives him ultimate control over humanity.

Peter Smith � dead, alive. Nobody wants to live forever, but to break his curse he must confront the manifestation
of all humanity�s evil: Reaping Icon. But will joining him prove more inviting than stopping him..? 

�I wrote this book to continue the story of my regular characters, as my readers have expressed their desire to find
out what happens next. I also wanted to tackle some more topical issues, such as same sex marriage, sympathetically.
The story started in my first book I AM DEAD has come full circle, with all the mysteries and loose ends now
resolved,� says author Gareth.

GARETH WILES works as a local landscape gardener in the week, and at the weekends he tours the country attending sci-fi
conventions where he sells his popular books and meets readers.
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WHERE THE BIRDS HIDE
AT NIGHT

Peter Smith is the final link between
The Great Collective and The Space.
With him, the curse must end...
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